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Article

Influence Operations by China

DN Mathur

Abstract

As China’s trade, investments, loans and infrastructure projects have expanded 

around the world, it has been heavily investing in strengthening and diversifying its 

propaganda machinery to influence public opinion and policy-making elites abroad. 

Through extensive influence operations in major democracies it has sought to 

control the large Chinese diaspora, cultural and political institutions. It is cultivating 

politicians, the media and academic institutions, censor reports, books, news items, 

spread disinformation, and silence speakers critical of China. Beijing has tried to ensure 

that such activities take place in the grey areas of the legal systems in democracies 

– not strictly illegal, or traditional foreign espionage. These operations are being 

executed by a number of state agencies, especially the United Front Work Department. 

The extensive use of digital applications is an important instrument. The paper focuses 

on China’s information warfare as well as its influence operations in select Indo-Pacific 

democracies, including India

Extensive	influence	operations	by	China	are	being	carried	out	in	select	countries,	including	
India, in order to shape their decision making process through overt means, making 

it	look	seemingly	as	the	will	of	the	people,	to	further	the	Chinese	interest	internationally.		
For example, in its operational doctrine, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) lays stress 
on the three warfare strategy, which comprises of psychological warfare, public opinion 
warfare, and legal warfare. Psychological warfare is the use of propaganda, deception, 
threats,	and	coercion	to	affect	the	adversary’s	decision-making	capability.	Public	opinion	
warfare	 disseminates	 information	 for	 public	 consumption	 to	 guide	 and	 influence	 public	
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opinion and gain support from domestic and international audiences; while legal warfare 
uses international and domestic laws to gain international support, manage political 
repercussions.	The	Communist	Party	of	China	and	the	Chinese	government	similarly	conduct	
influence	operations	against	a	wide	spectrum	of	the	civil	society	such	as	political,	cultural	
and academic institutions, media, and policy making bodies, in order to get decisions 
favouring its interests. These operations are carried out at the highest level and executed 
by	a	number	of	 state	agencies	 like	 the	United	Front	Work	Department,	 the	Propaganda	
Ministry, and the Ministry of State Security.1

	 In	his	book	“The	Hard	Edge	of	Sharp	power,”	Michael	Cole2 describes the term sharp 
power	as	what	has	been	hitherto	referred	to	as	political	warfare	or	 influence	operations.	
The term sharp power has been described as a strategy wherein an autocratic regime 
infiltrates	the	power	centre	of	a	country	using	coercive	tactics	such	as	bribery,	propaganda	
and a disinformation campaign in order to present a favourable image of the country. 3 Of 
late,	China	has	resorted	to	use	its	influence	over	Chinese	diaspora	and	cultural	institutions	
abroad, or by cultivating politicians of the target country, to sway decisions in its favour, or 
censor	books,	news	 items	and	speakers	critical	of	China.	China	has	very	cleverly	ensured	
that all these activities takes place in the grey areas of the legal-democratic systems – 
not	 strictly	 illegal,	 and	difficult	 to	pin	down	as	 traditional	 foreign	espionage.	 4 Basically, 
the	Chinese	sharp	power	 is	aimed	at	three	categories	of	the	thinking	elite	--political	and	
economic elites; media and public opinion; and civil society, grassroots, and academia.5

		 The	Chinese	Communist	Party	(CCP)	carries	out	these	operations	through	what	it	
calls	‘United	Front	work’.	A	hitherto	obscure	agency	of	the	CCP’s	Central	Committee:	the	
United	Front	Work	Department	(UFWD),	has	been	implicated	in	mounting	such	operations.	
6		This	department	(UFWD)	uses	the	freedoms	available	in	democratic	societies	to	subvert	
it. Ironically, it exploits the same set of values to meet its objectives.

	 The	FBI	Director	Christopher	Wray	cited	in	a	2019	report,	stated	that	the	“Chinese	
threat” is more than “a whole of government threat”; it is “a whole-of-society threat.”  The 
report, China’s Influence and American Interests – prepared by the Hoover Institution and 
the	Asia	Society,	goes	into	details	of	Chinese	activities	in	USA	and	confirms	this	fear.	On	
the	 basis	 of	 extensive	 investigations	 it	 concludes	 that	 the	 Communist	 Party	 of	 China	 is	
infiltrating a wide range of US institutions – from universities and think tanks to the mass 
media	and	state	and	local	governments	–	as	well	as	the	Chinese-American	community.	The	
CPC	is	burrowing	into	the	soft	tissue	of	American	democracy.	7

https://www.hoover.org/research/chinas-influence-and-american-interests
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United Front Works Department

	 The	United	Front	Work	Department(UFWD)	is	an	agency	of	the	Communist	Party	
of	China reporting directly to the Party’s Central	Committee, and is responsible to carry 
out	influence	operations	on	individuals	and	organizations,	both	within	and	outside	China.	
Within	the	organization,	there	are	people	or	entities	that	do	not	belong	to	the	communist	
party	proper,	but	hold	social,	commercial,	or	academic	influence.	The	UFWD	ensures	that	
these	groups	support	the	Communist	Party,	and	are	supportive	of	the	party	rule.	

	 The	UFWD	has	seen	an	exponential	 increase	in	 its	role	and	power,	both	at	home	
and	 abroad,	 since	 the	 rise	 of	Xi	 Jinping	 as	 the	General	Secretary	 of	CCP	 in	 2012.	 It	was	
active	even	before	he	came	to	power	but	had	a	 low	profile	as	 the	organ	of	 the	state.	Xi	
made it a powerful set up and expanded its reach and 
profile	by	personal	endorsement;	direct	encouragement;	
and	 increasing	 institutional	 support.	 The	 UFWD	 enjoys	
a	high	rank	within	 the	CCP,	at	par	with	other	 top	organs	
such	as	the	General	Office,	the	Organization	Department,	
the International Liaison Department, the Propaganda 
Department,	and	the	Policy	Research	Office.	It	is	currently	
headed by You Quan and is assisted by seven deputy directors. It has nine bureaus each 
of	which	 specializes	 in	 a	 particular	 field	 or	 a	 geographical	 location.	That	 the	UFWD	has	
an	important	role	in	Xi’s	‘rejuvenation’	dream	has	been	repeatedly	emphasized	by	him	in	
various meetings. 8

	 The	UFWD	is	used	to	suppress	any	opposition	to	the	policies	and	authority	of	
the	Chinese	Communist	Party	(CCP).	It	is	used	for	silencing	any	support	for	dissenting	
voices	 within	 China;	 further,	 it	 is	 also	 used	 to	 silence	 critics	 abroad	 and	 to	 mould	
international	opinion	in	its	favour.	For	this	purpose,	the	UFWD	enrolls	the	services	of	
ethnic	Chinese	individuals	and	communities	living	outside	China,	at	the	same	time	its	
entities	also	conduct	influence	operations	targeting	foreign	actors	and	states.	While	
some	 of	 them	 have	 clear	 links	 to	 the	CCP’s	 United	 Front	 strategy,	 others	 are	 less	
explicit. It is precisely this nature of work which seeks influence through connections 
that is difficult to prove, and since it is interwoven with values  such as ethnic, political, 
and national identity, any probe into these activities invite accusations of prejudice.9

	 The	UFWD	 seeks	 to	 show	 case	China	 in	 a	 presentable	manner	 to	 the	 world	 by	
exploiting those the organs of the state involved in policy and decision making such as 
state-funded research centres, media outlets, universities, and people-to-people exchange 
programs. These institutions are manipulated in a manner that the work done by them 

The UFWD is used to 
suppress any opposition 
to the policies and 
authority of the Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communist_Party_of_China
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communist_Party_of_China
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Central_Committee_of_the_Communist_Party_of_China
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is presented as the work of an institution of an independent civil society in a democracy, 
concealing	the	behind	the	scene	role	of	China.	In	addition,	due	to	its	phenomenal	rise	as	an	
economic	giant,	and	the	spread	of	its	economic	activities	abroad,	China	felt	that	its	dissidents	
abroad	who	were	presenting	a	negative	image	of	China	and	needed	to	be	reined	in,	hence	
included	them	also	within	the	ambit	of	its	influence	activities.	Consequently,	Beijing	started	
targeting the media, academia, and the decision making bodies in order to penetrate those 
institutions which can adversely impact its image abroad, creating disincentives for any 
such resistance. 10

	 The	 UFWD	 personnel	 are	 given	 diplomatic	 assignments	 in	 Chinese	 embassies	
abroad	 which	 enable	 them	 to	 interact	 with	 the	 host	 nation’s	 government	 officials,	
politicians,	high	profile	individuals,	and	Chinese	community	and	student	associations.	They	
sponsor	various	Chinese	language	media	and	cultural	activities,	propagate	Chinese	values	
abroad,	and	pass	various	directives	of	the	party	to	local	Chinese	community	and	the	local	
Chinese	 language	media.	They	also	organise	 the	 visit	 of	 high-level	CCP	delegations	 and	
their	interaction	with	the	Chinese	diaspora	and	people	with	identical	political	beliefs.	The	
leaders	of	the	Chinese	overseas	associations	are	regularly	invited	to	China	and	for	an	update	
on current government policies.11

Use of Social Media  

	 Due	to	its	widespread	use	and	reach,	social	media	is	the	surest	way	of	influencing	
gullible	minds,	and	China	is	exploiting	it	to	 its	maximum.	According	to	Priscilla	Moriuchi,	
of	Recorded	Future,	China	is	carrying	out	an	organised	campaign	through	social	media	to	
influence	the	minds	of	the	Americans	and	present	a	positive	image	of	itself.	This	is	being	
done by state run government agencies through the spread of biased English-language 
news	 based	 propaganda	 that	 favor	China’s	 stance	 on	 global	 issues.	These	 agencies	 like	
Xinhua,	 People’s	Daily,	China	Global	Television	 (CGTN),	China	Central	Television	 (CCTV),	
and the Global Times, have between them posted over 40,000 times between 01 Oct 2018 
and 21 Jan 2019 on various social media platforms. 12

	 Measuring	the	size	of	the	Chinese	misinformation	machine	is	difficult.	But	the	fact	
that	Twitter	 and	 Facebook	 suspended	 almost	 1,000	 accounts	 for	 being	 part	 of	 a	China-
backed	campaign	to	disrupt	Hong	Kong	protests	gives	an	idea	of	the	vast	extent	of	influence	
operations	undertaken	by	China.	Twitter	shut	down	936	accounts	originating	from	within	
China	 including	 spam,	 coordinated	 activity	 and	 fake	 accounts.	 	According	 to	 the	South 
China	Morning	Post,	 this	was	 a	 “coordinated	 state-backed	 operation”	 from	 the	Chinese	
government.	Similarly,	 Facebook	 removed	 seven	pages,	 three	 groups	 and	five	 accounts	
involved uncoordinated inauthentic behavior as part of a small network that originated in 

https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/politics/article/3023495/twitter-and-facebook-suspend-accounts-being-part-china
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/politics/article/3023495/twitter-and-facebook-suspend-accounts-being-part-china
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China	and	focused	on	Hong	Kong,.”13

Chinese Influence Activities in Select Countries

	 	Chinese	 influence	operations	are	spread	all	over	 the	world,	but	 they	were	more	
pronounced in some countries like Australia and New Zealand. Across the world, depending 
on	 the	 country,	 they	 have	 fine-tuned	 the	 operations	 based	 on	 the	 prevailing	 political	
environment.	While	 at	 home,	 the	Communist	 party	 has	 put	 firewalls	 to	 shield	 the	 local	
populace	 from	external	 influence,	at	 the	 same	 time,	 it	has	 seized	upon	 the	openness	of	
democratic systems overseas to carry out its diabolical propaganda. 

United States of America:   In 2019 thirty-two of the world’s top experts on China, expressed 
their	concerns	about	the	Chinese	Communist	Party’s	influence	operations	in	the	United	States.	
They	called	for	“constructive	vigilance”	to	counter	the	Chinese	activities	while	releasing	a	200-
page report, “Chinese Influence and American Interests: Promoting Constructive Vigilance,” at 
the	Hoover	Institution	in	Washington.	14  It was a study carried out by Stanford University’s 
Hoover	Institution	on	the	extent	of	Chinese	influence	operations	in	the	United	States,	and	
according to John Pomfret, a member of the study group, “it is the most comprehensive study 
of	China’s	influence	operations	in	the	United	States	to	date.”		The	study	by	a	group	of	experts	
goes	into	details	of	the	conduct	and	effect	of	Chinese	influence	operations	on	United	States	
and various American institutions like universities and think tanks, organistions, media and 
the	society	as	a	whole.	As	per	the	report,	China	is	exploiting	the	liberal	democratic	systems	
of	the	united	States	and	subverting	them	to	spread	views	that	are	supportive	of	the	Chinese	
system, its policies , society and culture, and to suppress any alternate or contrary views, 
and	co-opting	the	very	same	institutes	to	support	Chinese	foreign	and	economic	policies.	15

The	report	summarises	its	findings	as	under:

•	 A	 plethora	 of	 state	 and	 non-state	 entities	 are	 being	 employed	 by	 China	 for	 its	
objectives in the United States.

•	 Politicians,	 lobbyist	 and	 public	 relations	 firms	 are	 being	 used	 to	 promote	 its	
objectives	and	influence	civil	society	groups.

•	 Confucius	Institutes	(CIs)	are	being	used	to	gain	access	to	US	student	bodies,	in	this	
they	are	being	aided	by	the	Chinese	embassy	and	consulates	and	Chinese	Students	
and	Scholars	Associations	(CSSAs).	They	compromise	the	academic	freedom	of	other	
Chinese	students	and	American	faculty	on	American	campuses.	Events	that	project	a	
negative	image	of	China	are	being	brow	beaten,	and	even	invite	retaliation	from	the	
Chinese	embassy	and	CSSA.

https://www.theepochtimes.com/t-china
https://www.hoover.org/research/chinese-influence-american-interests-promoting-constructive-vigilance
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•	 Attempts	are	being	made	on	Research	scholars	by	Chinese	diplomats	 to	 influence	
their activities within the United States.. 

•	 Chinese	commercial	activities	are	being	used	for	 its	strategic	objectives	abroad,	to	
gain	political	influence	and	access	to	critical	infrastructure	and	technology.	

•	 China	has	 systematically	eliminated	all	 independent	Chinese-language	media	 that	
served	 the	 interest	 of	 the	Chinese	American	 communities.	 	Chinese	State-owned	
media	companies	have	made	significant	inroads	into	American	media	--	print,	radio,	
television, and online.

•	 Within	 the	Chinese diaspora,	China	has	silenced	voices	 that	 support	Taiwan	or	are	
critical	of	China;

•	 China	is	misappropriating	technologies	critical	for	its	economic	and	military	success.	

•	 Chinese	influence-seeking	activities	are	being	carried	out	in	different	forms	around	
the world.16

 The report has sought to strike a balance between “passivity and overreaction,” and 
promotes “transparency,” “integrity,” and “reciprocity” as key principles to deal with the 
challenges	involved	in	relating	to	China.17

 The report recommends the following the following actions which if adopted will 
help	the	nations	to	combat	China’s	influence	operations:	

•	 Educational institutes and think tanks to have high-caliber expertise to meet the 
challenge.

•	 	Reduce	pro-China	members	in	think	tanks..

•	  Amend laws address loop holes being exploited by agents of political warfare. 

•	  Thoroughly screen foreign-investment screening in media, high-tech, and defence 
sectors.

•	 Protect society against disinformation and propaganda. Introduce laws to prosecute 
propagators of fake news.

•	 Increase cooperation among law-enforcement and intelligence agencies. 

•	 Improve	outreach	to	Chinese	communities.18
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Australia.  Australia	has	been	at	the	receiving	end	of	massive	influence	operations	by	China,	
wherein	 journalists,	 scholars,	officials,	and	political	 leaders	were	 targeted	 to	subvert	 the	
Australian	political	system.	A	Chinese	defector	Chen	Yonglin	revealed	the	extent	of	network	
wherein	ethnic	Chinese	writers	and	activists	were	used	to	suppress	independent	thoughts	
and opinions in Australia, giving the impression of wide spread grass root support to 
Chinese	political	system	and	its	policies.	For	example,	thousands	of	Chinese	were	mobilized	
to	wave	the	Chinese	flag	during	the	relay	of	the	Olympic	torch	through	Australia	to	show	
their	 support	 to	 the	 country.	 	 	Chinese	 actions	 of	 bribing	 and	buying	political	 influence,	
and universities being co-opted as “propaganda vehicles,” have been well documented. 
The extent of their operations were so wide spread that they were even able to coerce and 
manipulate the discussions in the Australian Parliament. The high level of  interference 
operations can be judged from the fact that a labor senator Mr Dastyari, and a Member of 
Parliament, had to resign from Parliament, when it was found that he was being funded by 
a		Chinese	donor.19

New Zealand.  China	is	strategically	interested	in	New	Zealand	for	several	reasons.	It	is	a	
claimant	state	in	Antarctica	where	China	has	wide	spread	interests,	it	handles	the	defence	
of	three	Pacific	nations,	and	is	a	member	of	the	“five	eyes”	i.e.	US,	UK,	Canada,	Australia	
and	New	Zealand.		Hence,	it	was	in	China’s	interests	that	decisions	taken	by	New	Zealand	
promoted	 its	 interests.	 	 China	 therefore	 carried	 out	 a	 systematic	 campaign	 to	 subvert	
its	political	 system,	affecting	 its	ability	 to	 take	 independent	decisions.	Examples	 include	
the	fact	that	a	Member	of	Parliament	concealed	the	fact	that	he	had	served	with	Chinese	
military	intelligence	for	fifteen	years	before	immigrating	to	New	Zealand,	a	New	Zealand	
company	 violated	 the	 ban	 on	 exports	 to	 North	 Korea	 through	 Chinese	 company,	 and	
complete	domination	of	local	Chinese	media	by	pro-China	elements.

	 The	 activities	 of	 the	 Chinese	 diaspora	 in	 New	 Zealand	 are	 coordinated	 by	 the	
Chinese	Embassy	through	an	Overseas	Chinese	Service	Center,	established	in	Auckland	in	
2014.	Another	organization	promoting	such	activity	is	the	Peaceful	Reunification	of	China	
Association	of	New	Zealand,	founded	in	2000.	These	organizations	are	controlled	by	the	
UFWD	which	directs	influence	activities	to	include	bloc	voting	and	fundraising	by	the	ethnic	
Chinese	 community	 for	 friendly	 ethnic	 Chinese	 political	 candidates,	 and	 organizing	 of	
protests.	These	activities	also	include	cultivating	serving	and	former	senior	officials,	heavy	
donations to the National Party and cultivating the media, all of which are a key target 
of	China’s	 influence	efforts.	A	prime	 source	of	 influence	operations	 is	 the	 local	Chinese-
language outlets which have agreements with the Xinhua News Service, and receive 
instructions	from	the	CCP	regarding	the	news	content	and	editorials	to	be	published.	They	
have ensured that a Taiwanese television program is removed from a local TV network, and 
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Xinhua allowed to have its own television station in New Zealand.20

Canada. Chinese activities	 in	 Canada	 were	 not	 as	 widespread	 as	 in	Australia	 and	 New	
Zealand.		However,	the	Canadians	did	identify	Chinese	influence	activities	being	conducted	
through	 a	 number	 of	 state	 agencies	 like	 the	 CCP	 International	 Liaison	 Department,	
Confucius	 Institutes	and	Chinese	Students	Associations.	Attempts	were	made	to	buy	the	
loyalties	of	politicians,	prominent	 influential	Canadians	with	high	 level	 connections,	 and	
elements of the civil society.   However, they have all been low key and not the same intensity 
as	in	Australia	and	New	Zealand.	In	February	2019,	members	of	the	Chinese	Students	and	
Scholars Association did not let a Turkish human-rights activist during speak at a seminar 
at McMaster University. Similarly, a Tibetan woman was prevented from becoming the 
student president at the University of Toronto because of her pro-Tibetan leanings.21

Influence Operations in South Asia

	 Chinese	 influence	 operations	 in	 Eastern Europe, South America and the 
West have been well documented, with Australia taking remedial measures. 
However, there has been virtually no investigations regarding their operations in 
India	 and	South	Asia,	 despite	 the	 fact	 that	 a	 number	 of	Chinese	 activities	 smacks	
of	 influence	operations.	A	careful	analysis	of	Chinese	activities	 in	 India,	mainly	 the	
media, academia and political activities reveals that substantial efforts are being 
made	by	 the	PRC	 to	 frame	a	 	 public	 opinion	 in	New	Delhi	 also—	Beijing’s	 regional	
geo-strategic competitor.

Media

   As in case of other countries, the tactics used have been the same. The local 
media has been its favourite tool to download its values and party propaganda, and 
to sway the public opinion in its favour.  In order to ensure favorable press coverage 
in	foreign	media,	the	Chinese	Foreign	Ministry	conducts	a	10	month	course	every	year	in	

which foreign journalists from leading media houses 
are invited, including journalists from South Asia. They 
are housed in plush apartments in Beijing’s Diplomatic 
Enclave,	 given	 a	 monthly	 stipend	 of	 5000	Yuan	 (Rs	
50,000),	and	free	tours	to	different	Chinese	provinces,	
all at the expense of Beijing. The journalists are briefed 
on	the	kind	of	reporting	China	wants	from	them,	given	
pride of the place in important government functions, 
and	 given	 choreographed	 questions	 to	 be	 asked	 to	

In order to ensure favorable 
press coverage in foreign 

media, the Chinese Foreign 
Ministry conducts a 10 

month course every year 
in which foreign journalists 
from leading media houses 

are invited...

https://www.ned.org/sharp-power-rising-authoritarian-influence-forum-report/
https://theconversation.com/inside-chinas-vast-influence-network-how-it-works-and-the-extent-of-its-reach-in-australia-119174
https://theconversation.com/inside-chinas-vast-influence-network-how-it-works-and-the-extent-of-its-reach-in-australia-119174
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government	officials.	At	 the	 end	of	 the	 course,	 they	 are	 given	 a	 degree	 in	 international	
relations	 from	 a	 leading	 Chinese	 University.	 From	 India,	 the	 Indo-Asian	 News	 Service	
(IANS), Jansatta, and The Indian Express	were	recipients	of	the	Chinese	largesse,	and	have	
filed	reports	from	their	correspondents	from	Beijing,	22 not mentioning that these were at 
the	behest	 of	 the	Chinese	government.	These	 Indian	 dailies	 have	 	 carried	 out	 party-
sponsored	 China	 Daily	 inserts about Tibet’s “shining years of success” under the 
communist	 regime,	 editorials	 by	 Chinese	 justifying the brutal actions of the Hong 
Kong police against “radicals” 23 or published articles in honour of the “Xi Path to 
Prosperity.”24

Confucius Institutes 

	 The	Confucius	Institutes	have	been	set	up	by	the	Chinese	government	to	promote	
the	Chinese	language	and	culture	abroad	in	collaboration	with	foreign	Universities.	However,	
in	practice,	the	CCP	 is	 using	 them	 to	 reach	 campuses	and	 spread	Chinese	 influence	
amongst the students and the academia of the host nation. Their activities now have 
invited the attention of the host countries, and doubts are now being expressed on 
the	genuineness	of	these	institutes,	whether	they	are	cultural	ambassadors	of	China;	
or are like a computer virus, being used to subvert academic freedom and autonomy of 
teaching institutions and spy on its people.25 The Human	Rights	Watch	has	also	said	in	its	
2019	report	on	China:  

“Confucius	Institutes	are	extensions	of	the	Chinese	government	that	censor	certain	
topics and perspectives in course materials on political grounds, and use  
hiring practices that take political loyalty into consideration.”26

	 The	Confucius	Institutes	have	their	headquarters	at	Hanban,	in	Beijing	and	claims	
to	 be	 a	 nonprofit	 organization	 affiliated	with	 the	Ministry	 of	 Education,	 committed	 	 to	
promoting a harmonious multicultural world. However, in practice it is controlled by the 
state and used as its propaganda apparatus. Its governing council is headed by a Politburo 
member,	and	a	number	of	its	officials	hold	high	ranks	in	various	ministries.		They	reach	out	
to students and professionals the world over including India, which in turn enables them to 
carry	out	influence	operations	and	even	espionage.

	 	The	Confucius	Institutes	are	an	anti-thesis	to	the	academic	freedom	of	educational	
institutes	in	democratic	countries.	They	have	been	described	as	an	important	part	of	China’s	
soft power to spread the party’s propaganda abroad, by Xu Lin, director-general of a unit 
of	China’s	Education	Ministry.27	A	number	of	Confucius	Institutes	have	been	established	in	
South Asia for this purpose which includes Pakistan, Nepal, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. India 

http://in.china-embassy.org/eng/embassy_news/t1597166.htm
https://www.hindustantimes.com/analysis/hong-kong-law-and-order-must-be-upheld-analysis/story-URNypP6EATalVbTXLdSrLP.html
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2019/country-chapters/china-and-tibet
https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2019/country-chapters/china-and-tibet
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has	 two,	one	at	University	of	Mumbai	and	the	other	at	VIT,	Vellore,	and	the	Chinese	are	
pressing	for	opening	more	at	Kolkata,	Sulur	and	Coimbatore.	Indian	intelligence	agencies	
have	taken	cognizance	of	worldwide	reports	of	these	institutes	being	used	for	intelligence	
gathering purposes, and are now keeping a watch on their activities.28

Use of money power, leveraging Economic Influence  

 Beijing has mastered the art of underhand deals to win over corrupt politicians, 
prominent	 personalities,	 influential	 institutions,	 and	 political	 parties,	 for	 their	 influence	
activities.	Examples	abound	like	China		pumping	in	7.6	million	dollars	as	funds	for	Mahindra	
Rajapaksa’s	election	campaign	through	China	Harbouring	Engineering	Company	in	2018,29 
obviously	for	a	quid	pro	quo,	wherein	Rajapaksa	would	ensure	China’s	interests	in	the	region.	
Similarly	 the	Rajiv	Gandhi	Foundation	headed	by	Sonia	Gandhi	 received	huge	donations	
from	China	 in	2005,	at	a	 time	when	she	was	chairperson	of	 the	UPA	and	most	powerful	
person in India, 30	 in	 order	 to	 gain	 favours	 in	 India.	 It	 also	 explains	 the	Congress	 stance	
during	the	recent	Chinese	attack	on	Indian	forces	in	the	
Galwan Valley.

	 There	 has	 been	 a	 steady	 and	 significant	 rise	
in	Chinese	economic	 role	 in	South	Asia	over	 the	past	
decade. New multi-billion dollar tied project loans have 
significantly	 increased	 its	 economic	 influence,	 often	
putting	 some	 of	 the	 nations	 under	 the	 Chinese	
thumb. Former President of the Maldives Mohd. 
Nasheed	accused	China	of	buying	up	Parliaments	and	
changing	the	laws	of	the	country	to	favour	Chinese	companies’	secure	unsolicited	contracts,	
putting the nation under huge economic debt, which eventually leads to the undermining 
of sovereignty. 31

Operations in North East India   

	 One	of	the	objectives	of	Chinese	influence	operations	in	India	is	the	Northeast.	The	
Chinese	aim	is	to	ensure	that	India’s	North	East	remains	unstable	as	it	will	keep	India	out	of	
Myanmar. This will also weaken India’s ability to defend its borders in Arunachal Pradesh. 
China’s	aim	therefore	is	to	see	that	India	remains	entangled	in	the	insurgency	in	North	East,	
ensuring that India is unable to project itself and link up with South Asian countries in the 
bargain, ensuring its dominance over the area. 32
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Influence Operations and Hybrid Warfare

	 A	 	Shenzhen	based	Info	Tech	Firm	Zhenhua	Data,	with	close	 links	to	the	Chinese	
intelligence	 services,	 the	 Ministry	 of	 State	 Security	 and	 the	 Chinese	 Communist	 Party	
has been involved in preparing a list of Overseas Key Information Data Base (OKIDB) by 
mining a huge database of personal information of more than 2.4 million people worldwide, 
and includes names of more than 10,000 of prominent Indians. The list includes not only 
prominent personalities like the President, the Prime Minister, the service chiefs and the 
CDS,	but	also	includes	politicians	of	all	parties,	prominent	industrialists,	the	Chief	Justice	of	
India,	prominent	religious	figures	of	all	shades	and	religions,	editors	of	leading	newspapers,	
gram pradhans, mayors, police chiefs of states, actors and cultural personalities, family 
tree of leading politicians and famous personalities, bureaucrats and diplomats, scientists, 
civil	 servants,	activists,	bankers,	new	startups	and	 tech	firms,	but	even	persons	 involved	
in	illegal	activities,	financial	crimes,	terrorism,	various	scams	and	corruption,	smuggling	of	
drugs gold etc., underworld and other nefarious activities. The data includes a wide array of 
information like dates of birth, addresses, marital status, along with photographs, political 
associations, relatives and social media IDs, likes, dislikes and habits.  The data collected is 
not	limited	to	India	only	and	includes	other	countries	like	the	USA,	UK,	Germany,	Canada,	
New Zealand, Japan and the UAE. 33 The data source of the company is basically open 
source	 like	Twitter,	Facebook,	 Instagram	and	even	Tik	Tok.	However,	 some	profiles	have	
information	 which	 appears	 to	 have	 been	 sourced	 from	 confidential	 bank	 records,	 job	
applications	and	psychological	profiles.	It	is	believed	that	the	company	has	also			sourced	
some of its information from the so-called “dark web”. 34

	 The	data	 collected	 and	 the	methods	 employed	by	 the	Chinese	 are	 nothing	new	
and done by all countries, using the services of its foreign intelligence. But the scale at 
which	it	has	been	carried	out	by	Beijing	seems	to	have	surpassed	all	limits.	Robert	Potter,	a	
Canberra-based	cyber	security,	tech,	and	data	expert,	who	was	one	of	the	sources	to	verify	
the	electronic	antecedents	of	the	Zhenhua	data	said:

  “Just looking at the range of people they are getting information on shows that they 
are very serious about the strategic value of hybrid warfare. These are their information 
assets and tracking them on a continuous basis, their work, their families, their movements, 
their	 leadership	 roles,	 their	 organizations	 is	 in	 valuable	 data	 that	 can	 be	 leveraged	 in	
countless ways.” 35

	 The	 information	 can	 be	 of	 tremendous	 value	 to	China	 for	 conduct	 of	 influence	
operations. It will help them in identifying individuals, groups and even institutes to exploit 
for	 their	nefarious	activities.	Snooping	on	start-ups,	 technological	firms	and	bankers	will	
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enable them to lure them into their web of economic trap, undermining the local Indian 
industry	and	economy.	The	recent	purchase	of	1.01%	of	shares	in	the	HDFC	bank	by	China’s	
Central	Bank	is	a	point,	wherein	the	Chinese	stepped	in	when	the	value	of	its	shares	fell	by	
40%	this	year,	and	it	rose	immediately	by	17%	when	the	Chinese	stepped	in.36	The	Chinese	
bank also holds stock in several other listed companies, but are all below the radar since the 
stocks	held	are	less	than	1%.	Among	others,	the	bank	holds	0.32%	stake	in	Ambuja	Cement,	
and 0.43 % in Piramal Enterprises which has a major presence in Pharma Sector. 37  More 
frightening is the prospect that the information collected can be used for conduct of Hybrid 
Warfare,	make	deep	fakes,	false	identities,	blackmail	people	and	even	hack	elections.

What is Hybrid Warfare?

 Hybrid warfare refers to the use of unconventional methods as part of a multi-
domain	war	fighting	approach.	These	methods	aim	to	disrupt	and	disable	an	opponent’s	

actions without engaging in open hostilities. It involves 
a combination of activities, including disinformation, 
economic manipulation, use of proxies and 
insurgencies, diplomatic pressure and military actions.  
The term originally referred to irregular non-state 
actors with advanced military capabilities.38  It can also 
be loosely termed as a non-contact warfare, wherein  
targeted cyber-attacks, disinformation campaigns and 
espionage, are used to incite social discord, disrupt 

economic activities, undermine  established institutions, and discredit political leadership 
and the intelligentsia, a sight we often see in India now a days.

The Chinese Hawala Scam-- Link to Influence operations and Hybrid Warfare?

	 In	August	 2020	 a	Chinese	 national	 Luo	 San	 alias	 ‘Charlie	 Peng’	 was	 arrested	 in	
Delhi with a fake Indian passport and involved in large scale money laundering. Luo and his 
associates were involved in money laundering and hawala transactions through a series of 
shell entities. Luo had married an Indian woman in Manipur and had created a large network 
of contacts and companies without being detected.  They created more than 40 bank 
accounts	and	credited	more	than	Rs.	10	billion.	According	to	the	Central	Board	of	Direct	
Taxes	(CBTD),	“A	subsidiary	of	Chinese	company	and	its	related	concerns	have	taken	over	
Rs.	1	billion	bogus	advances	from	shell	entities	for	opening	businesses	of	retail	showrooms	
in India.” Incriminating documents of hawala transactions and money laundering with 
active	involvement	of	bank	employees	and	Chartered	Accountants	have	been	found	as	a	
result of the search action,” it said. Evidences of foreign hawala transactions involving Hong 
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Kong	and	US	dollars	have	also	been	unearthed,	the	CBDT	said.	39

 It may be stated here that hawala transactions are the most preferred mode of 
funding for illegal activities such as terror funding, creating social disorder and disharmony 
and funding riots, etc. The ISI of Pakistan uses this route to send funds for separatists and 
spreading terror in India. The collection of personal data of religious heads, politicians 
of all parties and people involved in illegal and terrorism and anti-national activity raises 
serious	questions	as	to	what	were	the	Chinese	funding?	A	moot	question	that	needs	to	be	
investigated.

Challenging China’s Operations

	 The	response	to	China’s	Influence	Operations	has	been	varied	from	passing	strict	
legislations	 to	mild	 reactions.	The	Australian	Government	was	 quick	 to	 pass	 regulations	
on checking such activities, while the Germans took a middle path of establishing stricter 
investment	screening	procedures	and	to	push	for	more	reciprocity	 for	European	firms	 in	
China.	In	Australia,	one	bill	introduced	a	wide-reaching	ban	on	foreign	political	donations,	
including measures to prevent foreigners from channeling donations through local entities. 
A second bill imposed disclosure obligations for those working in Australian politics on 
behalf of a foreign principal. This bill would capture many of the indirect methodologies 
of	CCP	 intelligence	and	United	Front	Work	Department	 (UFWD)	operations	 that	are	not	
caught	by	the	US	Foreign	Agents	Registration	Act.	A	third	tranche	of	legislation	would	close	
some large loopholes in the Australian criminal law by introducing tough but graduated 
political	interference	and	espionage	offenses.	Legislation	was	introduced	to	establish	a	new	
Department	of	Home	Affairs,	which,	among	other	roles,	would	house	a	national	counter	
foreign-interference coordinator who would integrate intelligence and enforcement and 
coordinate policy development.

 The following are a few recommendations that, if adopted, should help to address 
the	challenge	created	by	CCP	political	warfare.	

•	 Maintain	a	strict	control	over	Chinese	cultural	organizations,	Confucius	Institutes,	
cultural	centres,	as	well	as	activities	of	Chinese	diplomatic	staff	posted	in	India,	and	
their	links	with	various	institutes	and	organizations.

•	 Maintain strict control on election funding. Ensure no foreign funds are donated for 
elections and to political parties, especially through Hawala transactions.

•	 Monitor	and	regulate	the	activities	of	Chinese	companies,	joint	ventures,	especially	
multinational giants like Huawei in India. Keep a tag on their Indian connections and 
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their funding of Indian set ups. Keep Huawei away from entering 5G network and 
operations. 

•	 Update our legal system to plug loopholes that are exploited by proponents of 
political warfare. Provide legal cover to intelligence and law enforcement agencies 
to investigate such entities.

•	 	 Strictly	 regulate	 and	 restrict	 Foreign	 Direct	 Investment	 in	 India	 by	 China,	 and	
other	hostile	countries,	to	ensure	they	do	not	influence	national	decision	making,	
and	 key	 sectors	 such	 as	 technology,	 pharmaceuticals,	 banking	 and	 finance,	
telecommunications, and start-ups. 

•	 Introduce measures to protect society against fake news spread by interested 
parties.	Introduce	legislation	for	prosecution	of	such	persons/entities.

•	 Significantly	 enhance	 cooperation	 between	 intelligence	 and	 law	 enforcement	
agencies.
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